Today’s iPhone camera is a dynamic powerhouse for recording images that are at times indistinguishable from images created with more traditional “big” cameras. And, the computing power that fits in the palm of a hand allows us to edit and stylize those images from anywhere.

In this workshop Rad Drew will share and demonstrate some of his favorite apps, processes, and techniques for creating a variety of images from “straight” landscapes, to beautiful portraits, to highly stylized black and white, vintage, or painterly images. He will share his workflow and demonstrate how he uses these apps to achieve various results.

You will learn to explore the iPhone’s powerful and versatile native camera and its features including Live Mode, Portrait Mode, Burst, and Panorama. He will discuss shooting and processing RAW and he will introduce you to the best RAW processing options for mobile available today. You’ll apply new skills and try new apps as you complete an assignment over our lunch break which we’ll debrief as a group. Rad will share his experience with lens accessories, batteries, tripods, cases and more. As part of the workshop, he will introduce you to some Topaz Labs desktop software tools that are especially useful for eliminating noise from iPhone images and increasing the size of images for printing larger with integrity.

Registrants will receive an app list to download prior to class ($10-$20 maximum in the App Store depending on which version of apps you purchase).

**TO REGISTER**, head to Rad Drew’s website at [http://www.raddrewphotography.com/p/seriously-your-mobiles-camera.html](http://www.raddrewphotography.com/p/seriously-your-mobiles-camera.html) where you can use a credit card or your PayPal account to sign up and pay for this workshop.